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President’s Report
by Jim Sahlman, YFA President

“Alternative Equity”

I enjoy doing research in my discipline when the opportunity becomes available. In my career, I have learned the
importance that operational definitions play in any research project. In other words, how something is defined
already sets an outcome in motion. Words, and how we define them, shape whatever is being conceptualized.
The term equity, for example, has received exhaustive attention throughout our campuses. We love talking about
“student equity” as an important factor in improving student success. Images of people standing on various levels
of boxes and looking over fences are eternally burned into our brains. The discussions, and the premises behind
them, are important to anyone genuinely interested in improving student success.
When the topic of total compensation is discussed as it relates to employee equity, however, the District’s proverbial boxes seem to take on an alternative definition. Total compensation is, as you recall, our salaries plus our
various benefits, both fixed-cost benefits (e.g., medical, dental, vision, etc.) and rate-driven benefits (e.g., STRS,
worker’s comp, Medicare, etc.) The YFA Contract identifies ten cohort districts (plus two alternative districts) that
YCCD is supposed to use for total compensation comparison “with the goal that YCCD rank at least median of the
cohort of comparable districts” (Article 14.1 YFA Contract emphasis added.)
Three one-syllable words have provided the District with an escape clause—”with the goal.” And therein lies the
problem: the District only needs to say, “Well, it is a goal to get faculty to median on total compensation.” Our
contract has no teeth, no enforcement—and consequently—no value to the faculty regarding total compensation
because of the inclusion of these utterly annoying words.
And yet, somehow as if by magic, the District cabinet members (e.g., the Chancellor and various Vice Chancellors) seem to be above the median when compared
to the same cohort for their positions. Additionally, and somewhat more
surprising, the LTAC members of our campuses (e.g., Deans and Vice Presidents)
are also above the median when compared to the same cohort for their positions.
Remember, however, that LTAC only gets a raise when the YFA gets a raise. And
yet LTAC easily sees over the fence while YFA continues to stand on a box too
short to even see where the top of the fence exists.
Further, only YFA has members who are paying an extra $10 per month for
medical insurance as a result of not reaching a contract agreement last year.
Additionally, the 5% faculty salary increase of 2015 triggered an extra 0.5% increase for LTAC who had already been approved by the Board to receive a 4.5%
salary increase. The reason? “Employee equity.” Please see graph on Page 2.
The YFA has been negotiating ad nauseum for an updated contract that has expired as of June 30, 2016. To say
that negotiations require patience is an understatement. It is, unfortunately, a painfully slow process.
Only a few sessions remain before negotiations will pause, and then return, at the beginning of the new academic
year. The District is wanting larger class sizes and SLO assessment language as part of the faculty evaluations—
— Continued on Page 2 —
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“Alternative Equity” Continued from Page 1

two big ticket items. The YFA, in return, can only reasonably consider these proposals IF significant and
appropriate compensation is offered. So far, the District is offering the possibility of COLA, but nothing beyond
that. “Times are tough.” “The budget won’t allow for it.” “We can’t afford it.” Insert whatever version of these
statements you think you might have heard before.
So the District is shopping. It is shopping for some very expensive items that the YFA may not be able to afford.
Likewise, the YFA is shopping for some expensive items (in the eyes of the District) that the District may feel it
cannot afford. The result may be that both sides engage in window-shopping until both can afford what the
other wants.
In the meantime, YFA will try to negotiate a “bigger box” for us to stand on while we continue to peek through
the cracks in the fence to watch the game.
“YFA State of the Union 2016/2017”

by Sarah Curl, Vice President/Grievance Officer for MJC

Where are we in negotiations? Most of Fall 2016 was spent working on Articles 6 and 7. The
YFA and YCCD teams have moved all evaluation language to Article 6 and have reorganized it to be more userfriendly. Article 7 will be the new Part-Time Faculty article.
New in Article 6: A statement that faculty will be evaluated on “participation in student learning objectives” and
a “Satisfactory with Recommendations for Improvement” box on the rating page for tenured faculty. Both teams
have given “thumbs up” on this article, but it must be ratified by faculty as part of a package deal.
— Continued on Page 3 —
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“YFA State of the Union 2016/2017” Continued from Page 2
What’s the rest of the package? The following topics are slated for discussion in the four remaining sessions
for this year (April/May).
Part-Time Article: SB 1379 requires that YFA and YCCD negotiate part-time faculty Re-Employment Preference
Rights (similar to seniority). We worked towards including this topic in a part-time article two years ago and it
stalled. It is now back on the table.
Class Size: The District wants to achieve more uniformity in class sizes between MJC and Columbia by raising
class caps that are currently between 35 and 30 or 40, but most of the classrooms at Columbia hold only 35
students. This strategy would have a real affect primarily on MJC Math and Columbia distance education classes.
The District rejected YFA’s counter-proposal that all of these class caps should be lowered to 35. The District
also supports running courses that currently have caps less than 35 through a committee process in which discipline faculty would have to argue why their courses should have caps below 40. The District has not provided
any estimate of the financial impact of their proposals.
Workloads: This is a huge topic. We have a messy variety of workloads in Appendix B, with inequities between
MJC and Columbia, within each college, how labs are weighted, and how to weight large lecture sections. Of
course, class size factors into workload. So far, the discussion has focused on how to weight labs, with little
progress.
Compensation: Article 14.1 of the YFA Contract calls for full-time salaries to be at the median of our cohort in
total compensation. YFA has collected salary data from our cohort and found that we are near the bottom at
about 9% below median.
Benefits information for YCCD will arrive in April and the District is collecting benefits information from our
cohort. Article 14.2 calls for 70% parity for faculty paid off the Part Time Overload (PTOL) salary schedule; we
are currently at about 50%. Oh yes, and don’t forget the $10 per month most of us are paying for our health
benefits. The District team informed us that there is likely to be a 1.44% COLA, which will barely cover step and
column for next year, and no growth money.
Faculty issues range from bad schedules to negative evaluations to changes in job assignment to being the
subject of a District investigation. YFA deals with these issues constantly, providing legal and moral support. On
a positive note, YFA appreciates the transparent process the District followed during two faculty investigations
last fall. Unfortunately, the District has recently subpoenaed YFA officer e-mails from both the YCCD server and
from our personal e-mail. If not challenged, YFA’s ability to defend the faculty will be dealt a huge blow. Looks
like there’s a legal battle in our future and plenty of summer work for Jim.
Have an enjoyable and uneventful end of the semester!
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“Hey, you going to graduation?”
by Iris Carroll, YFA Secretary

--Dedicated to Michelle Christopherson-It started with a dream that became a whisper then a rumor. Last year we started hearing rumblings about
participating in graduation. Michelle Christopherson, our Faculty Liaison, began by talking with small groups
about her vision for voluntary, increased faculty engagement in graduation. She explained that it was not because
the Board wanted it or because college administration expected it. We should go to graduation for us and for our
students. We should go to celebrate the work we love and to remember that we’re lucky enough to connect with
students and engage them in disciplines about which we’re passionate.
Michelle turned her dream into a plan that she and a group of helpers made a reality with their promotion,
dedication, and hard work. Michelle talked about graduation every chance she got. The YFA and Senate
secretaries worked with her to gather regalia that we could use for free. They organized a pick up and drop off
schedule staffed by friendly people. The idea became a topic of casual conversation, “Hey, you going to
graduation?” Even for those of us who hadn’t been in years the camaraderie was contagious. And we went. More
faculty attended the MJC graduation ceremony than in years past and it felt good. It felt good to remember why
we got into this gig in the first place and to see our colleagues from all other disciplines that we might not see
often enough outside of a formal meeting.
Sadly for us, Michelle is retiring in May. She’s not giving up on us or her dream though. She’s created a guide for
perpetuating successful graduations that is posted on the YFA Web site. It’s up to us, the MJC faculty, to stay
engaged and celebrate the gift we have in our careers as teachers, mentors, and faculty. Let’s keep Michelle’s
graduation legacy alive.
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